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	Today's Books

		



	Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning for IT Professionals, Second Edition, 9780124105263 (0124105262), Syngress Publishing, 2013

	Powerful Earthquake Triggers Tsunami in Pacific. Hurricane Isaac Makes Landfall in the Gulf Coast. Wildfires Burn Hundreds of Houses and Businesses in Colorado. Tornado Touches Down in Missouri. These headlines not only have caught the attention of people around the world, they have had a significant effect on IT professionals as well. The new 2nd Edition of Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery for IT Professionals gives you the most up-to-date planning and risk management techniques for business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR). With distributed networks, increasing demands for confidentiality, integrity and availability of data, and the widespread risks to the security of personal, confidential and sensitive data, no organization can afford to ignore the need for disaster planning.


	Author Susan Snedaker shares her expertise with you, including the most current options for disaster recovery and communication, BCDR for mobile devices, and the latest infrastructure considerations including cloud, virtualization, clustering, and more. Snedaker also provides you with new case studies in several business areas, along with a review of high availability and information security in healthcare IT.


	Don’t be caught off guardâ€•Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery for IT Professionals, 2nd Edition , is required reading for anyone in the IT field charged with keeping information secure and systems up and running.

	
		Complete coverage of the 3 categories of disaster: natural hazards, human-caused hazards, and accidental / technical hazards
	
		Extensive disaster planning and readiness checklists for IT infrastructure, enterprise applications, servers and desktops
	
		Clear guidance on developing alternate work and computing sites and emergency facilities
	
		Actionable advice on emergency readiness and response
	
		Up-to-date information on the legal implications of data loss following a security breach or disaster
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Wi-Fi Hotspots: Setting Up Public Wireless Internet Access (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2006
Wi-Fi Hotspots

Setting Up Public Wireless Internet Access

 

Installing and operating a Wi-Fi hotspot allows you to attract customers and differentiate your business. Deploying even a small wireless network has proven to be a...


		

Mrs. Lirriper's LegacyKessinger Publishing, 2004
Ah! It's pleasant to drop into my own easy-chair my dear though a little palpitating what with trotting up-stairs and what with trotting down, and why kitchen stairs should all be corner stairs is for the builders to justify though I do not think they fully understand their trade and never did, else why the sameness and why not more conveniences...

		

Mechatronic Systems: Modelling and Simulation with HDLsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Developed through the interaction of mechanical, electrical and information technologies, mechatronic systems allow engineers to meet increasing demands for complex and sophisticated products. Using tools common to electronics, this book provides a timely introduction to the modelling and simulation of these systems from an...





	

Learning NodeO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Take your web development skills from browser to server with Node—and learn how to write fast, highly scalable network applications on this JavaScript-based platform. With this hands-on guide, you’ll quickly master Node’s core fundamentals, gain experience with several built-in and contributed modules, and learn the...



		

The Mathematica Book, Fifth EditionWolfram Media, 2003

	As both a highly readable tutorial and a definitive reference for over a million Mathematica users worldwide, this book covers every aspect of Mathematica. It is an essential resource for all users of Mathematica from beginners to experts. This expanded fifth edition presents Mathematica Version 5 for the first time and is important for...


		

Ableton Live 7 Power the Comprehensive GuideThompson Brooks, 2008
Ready to unleash the awesome power of Ableton Live 7? As its name suggests, Ableton Live 7 was designed with the live performer in mind, but it goes well beyond that. You can integrate this live performance and studio software into your existing home or professional music studio to produce, compose, DJ, and much more. But how? "Ableton Live 7...
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